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	Financial Accounting in an Economic Context is a trendsetting textbook in the area of

	introductory financial reporting and analysis. Since the publication of the first edition

	in 1989, this text has become an important part of the curriculum at a large and impressive

	group of forward-thinking schools. The eighth edition continues to build on

	the strengths of previous editions, while it introduces new ideas and refinements that

	better communicate the book’s economic decision-making theme.

	Grounded in financial statements, Financial Accounting allows accountants to see not only the impact of financial transactions in financial statements, but also the impact of transactions on overall business decisions. The eighth edition offers new elements designed to sharpen Pratt’s economic decision-making foundation with a more timely, real-world focus. Up-to-date, expanded, and detailed IFRS coverage is now included. The SEC 2014 roadmap is explored in all chapters. Comprehensive coverage of real-world financial crisis issues is presented. Accountants will also find more discussions on the increasing role of management’s assessment of internal controls over financial reporting.
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Violent Python: A Cookbook for Hackers, Forensic Analysts, Penetration Testers and Security EngineersSyngress Publishing, 2012

	Python is a hacker's language. With its decreasejd complexity, increased efficiency, limitless third-party libraries, and low bar to entry, Python provides an excellent development platform to build your own offensive tools. If you are running Mac OS X or Linux, odds are it is already installed on your system. While a wealth of offensive...
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Developing Large Web Applications: Producing Code That Can Grow and ThriveYahoo Press, 2010

	
		How do you create a mission-critical site that provides exceptional performance while remaining flexible, adaptable, and reliable 24/7? Written by the manager of a UI group at Yahoo!, Developing Large Web Applications offers practical steps for building rock-solid applications that remain effective even as you add features,...
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Six Sigma and Beyond:  Design for Six Sigma, Volume VICRC Press, 2002
This volume addresses design improvement from the perspective of prevention by introducing readers to the tools of the Six Sigma design process, and discusses DFSS (DCOV), and provides linkages between the traditional DMAIC and the DFSS model.

In this volume of the Six Sigma and Beyond series, quality engineering expert D.H....
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HPLC Methods for Recently Approved PharmaceuticalsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
An indispensable resource for busy researchers
    Your time is valuable—too valuable to spend hunting through the technical literature in search of the right HPLC assay techniques for your projects. With HPLC Methods for Recently Approved Pharmaceuticals, you'll quickly identify and replicate the ideal...
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Adobe InDesign CS6 on Demand (2nd Edition)Que, 2012

	Need answers quickly? Adobe InDesign CS6 on Demand provides those answers in a visual step-by-step format. We will show you exactly what to do through lots of full color illustrations and easy-to-follow instructions.

	

	Numbered Steps guide you through each task

	

	See Also points you to related information...
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PHP Web Development with Macromedia Dreamweaver MX 2004Apress, 2004

	PHP is the most popular Open source server-side scripting language, with extensive support available in Dreamweaver MX. This concise, no-nonsense book teaches you how to develop accessible, standards-compliant PHP-driven websites using PHP 4 and Macromedia Dreamweaver MX 2004.


	PHP Web Development with Macromedia Dreamweaver MX...
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